




REPORT OF

Honorable L. A. PRUD'HOMME

—ON THE—

ST. BONIFACE CIVIC INVESTIGATION

JUDGE OF THE COUNTY COURT HANDS DOWN HIS FINDINGS IN

THE INQUIRY HELD BEFORE HIM.

NO ACT OF FRAUD OR GRAFT HAS BEEN PROVEN.

COUNCIL AND THEIR OFFICERS EXONERATED.

I have the honor to report that on

Dec. 16th last, I was requested, pur-

suant to the provisions of Section

813 of the City Charter to investi-

gate all matters mentioned in a cer-

tain petition bearing some 185 names,

and which is annexed to my report,

and also to inquire into any matters

connected with the good government
of the City, or relating to the sup-

posed malieasance, breach of trust or

other misconduct on the part of any
members of the Council or officers,

employees or servants of the City or

any persons having a contract there-

with, in relation to the duties or
obligations of the members, officers,

employees or servants or all other
persons connected with the City. I

was also requested to report to the
Council the result of the inquiry and
the evidence taken thereof.

I wish to state at the outset, that

I was greatly assisted during the

course of this investigation by His
Worship the Mayor and by the So-
licitors who represented members of

the Council and Contractors or some
groups of ratepayers, such as the

Norwood Citizens' Association and
the St. Boniface Citizens7 League. I

wish to express also my appreciation

of the courtesy and zeal of the of-

ficers of the Council, and in par-

ticular the Secretary-Treasurer and
Engineer of the City, who were al-

ways on hand, willing and ready to

produce ail documents of their de-

partment when needed, and to convey
all information within their reach.

The investigation began on Jan.

24th, by the examination of Auguste
Vaiflrlorenbeeck, who was about to

leave for Belgium, but it was form-

ally opened on Feb. 1st, and ad-
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joumed from time to time, in order
to give all parties concerned the full-

est opportunity to be hr^ard. It was
closed on April 24th, after having
taken the evidence of 35 witnesses.

I may say that I have spared no
time to make this inquiry as com-
plete as possible, and tried to put

the searchlight on all matters refer-

red to me by the Council.

There is no doubt that suspicion ex-

isted and beclouded the good name
of the City, when this inquiry was
granted, and it was most desirable

that the municipal atmosphere be

cleared up and all charges and impu-

tations sifted* to the bottom. I con-

sider also that, in view of the fact

that the Provencher Bridge had col-

lapsed to a certain extent and the

expenses of constructing the same had

exceeded the original estimates by

such a large amount, that they were

absolutely unexpected, the ratepayers

of the City were justified, even if

there had been nothing else, to pe-

tition for an investigation, to ex-

plain these extraordinary expendi-

tures and find out who was respon-

sible for such disproportion between

the estimates and the actual cost of

that bridge.

(1 ) Geographical Situation of St.

Boniface, its Future Relation of

Members of Council and Rate-

payers.

The ratepayers have, of late, watch-

ed with keen interest the progress of

this young and enterprising city.

It is desirable that thev be alive to

the great problems of all kinds whic
are to be solved in St. Boniface, an
take deep interest in the welfare an
progress of the city.

True enough, it is a great boon fo

St. Boniface to be surrounded

two rivers and t
4
hree railways whic

offer to industrial enterprises, facil

ties, surpassed nowhere, and tha

these advantages have in store grea

prospects for its future, but for th

moment, one must not overlook th

fact that they tax the energies of it

inhabitants to near its limits, t

meet the exigencies of the geograph
cal situation of St. Boniface, lyin

right at the door of the metropoli
of the West.

To link together the eastern an

western sides of the Seine River b

proper and permanent means of con

munication and to facilitate the con

mercial relations between Winnipe

and St. Boniface is quite an arduoi

task.

The heavy expenses which sue

works necessitate to a city still

its primitive growth, require froi

the members of the Council a grea

deal of knowledge, study of and di

votion to the municipal affairs,

have no doubt that when vital que:

tions are discussed before the Coui

cil and the members of the Counc

feel perplexed as to what should I

done, thev would derive assistant

in being in close touch with the rat

payers. Good laws and proper legi

lation are, as a rule, the price of

alert and sound guiding public opt

ion.
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Although the members of the Coun-

cil must assume the responsibilities

of their vote and cannot be relieved

of the duty of exercising their best

judgment in each matter submitted

to their deliberation, yet, I cannot

refrain to add, that often they would
only be too glad to be backed up by
an expression of public opinion. No
doubt, having been elected by the

ratepayers, they are their natural and
legitimate mouthpiece in municipal

matters, and their mind should not
be too plastic in the moulding of

their own judgment. Yet, for all

that, they cannot, as a rule, ignore

measures which rise from the im-
pulse of the ratepayers. On the con-

trary, they may draw valuable in-

spirations from public discussions,

which sometimes sum up in a synthe-

tical form, the questions they are

called on to solve,

I will deal now seriatim with the

different subject matters which were
ventilated during this inquiry.

(2.) PROVENCHER BRIDGE-
WOODEN BRIDGE.

April, 1880, was the birth month of

our municipal institutions in Manito-
be. We need not go farther in the

genesis of the Seine bridge. There
was then a well constructed wooden
bridge built by the St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Manitoba Railway Co. St.

Boniface was at that date the term-

imus of the only existing railway in

Manitoba, and was connected with
Winnipeg by a ferry boat, which
transferred passengers and freight of

that railway. For several years that

bridge was crossed morning and night

by heavy trains and stood well the

test.

It was evident in 1907 that this

bridge had survived its usefulness and

had to be replaced by a new one, as

it threatened to collapse.

(3.) ENGINEER DELISLE-

PLAN AND SUGGESTIONS.

HIS

It devolved on Mr. Delisle who was
then engineer for the City to outline

the first sketch of that new bridge.

He made a survey of the contour of

the Seine near the bridge, prepared a

sketch indicating the shape of the

banks and presented three proposals

before the Council. The first was a

steel bridge, and the two others pro-

vided for a concrete bridge; one more
to the west and the other more to

the east of the first culvert built by

the City. The concrete bridge to the

west was to cost approximately $53,-

383.59, and the one to the east $29,-

699.00. Delisle suggested to build the

steel bridge. He thought it was
dangerous to cut a new channel and

build a concrete culvert. Delisle left

no specifications or details, but only

a blue print of a sketch and pre-

liminary figures as a rough guess of

the probable cost.

It is difficult to find out what

would have been the cost of a steel

bridge. It would probably have cost

at least $65,816.75. A suspended

bridge would have cost double that

amount if not more. In the two con-

crete culverts the expenses ol filling
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in were not included, and Delisle in

his letter, dated Feb. 15th, 1907,

says that they would be large, whilst

there would be hardh am filling with

the steel bridge. The Council was

frightened by these prices. and

thought that by cutting the neck of

the point on the west side, a culvert

could he built safely and at a re-

duced price. I wish to point out al

this juncture, the unreasonableness of

criticising the decision of the Council

by the light and experience cf what

transpired since.

The argument is too unjust to be

entertained. To be fair to the Coun-

cil one must revert back to the time

when this momentanous question was

discussed, with the knowledge and ex-

perience which they had at the time.

In his letter Delisle does not favor

any of the three alternatives. The

steel bridge is the last mentioned,

but from the evidence of Mulon and

Gauvin it appears that Delisle had

more faith in the steel bridge. This

steel bridge was to be 400 feet long

and rested on 4' piers. If the piers

had been built down to the rock, a

distance of 32 feet, it is safe to say

that we would not have to deplore

the many accidents that happened to

the culverts, but the expenses would

have been enormous; $120,000 is a

conservative figure for such a work.

The chances are that it would have

remained solid; but if the piers had

been built on piles, it is possible that

land slides would have crushed the

foundations as in the case < f cul-

verts. No purpose could be served on

speculating any more on these con-

jectures Unfortunately tar Mr. Pe-

lisle his health failed at the end of

the summer and he became unfit to

attend to his ofhee. He went to the

hospital and left the province about

November, 1907, to die in the follow-

ing month of February. There is no

doubt that Delisle was a competent

engineer and served the city faithful-

ly, but at the crucial moment, when

his services were most needed he was

too sick to be relied on.

(4.) ENGINEER BLAIR— HIS

QUALIFICATIONS.

After Delisle left the office, Blair

was called to assume his duties,

about September, 1907. He had been

in the employ of the city as assistant

to Delisle since March or April of the

same year. Previous to his coming to

Manitoba, Blair had studied engineer-

ing one year in the Lewis Institute,

Chicago, and also a year in the Illi-

nois Weslan University and followed

a regular course. He received a cer-

tificate grade. He subsequently prac-

tised his profession near Chicago for

a while, and during two years for

the United States Government. He

was also employed by Railway com-

panies in Mississippi, Indiana and

Tennessee. He had been practising

for 4 years as an engineer before he

was employed by the city and soon

after he arrived in Manitoba, he be-

came affiliated to the Canadian So-

eieiv of Kngineers. I believe he is

competent in his profession, and de-

voted to his duties. He has put a

fresh lite into his department, and

introduced a remarkably good system
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of keeping accounts and of supervis-

ing each branch of service under his

control.

(S.)-FIRST CULVERT.

Before Blair took charge of his de-

partment the Council had given in-

structions to Delisle to call for tend-

ers, for piles, cement, sand and stone

for a culvert. On September 30th

excavations were started. A tem-
porary bridge was built on Oct. 14th

and fourteen days later on the Coun-
cil passed a resolution to suspend the

work.
Blair was asked to prepare new

plans on Delisle' s sketches or de-

signs, and also to prepare specifica-

tions. Blair did prepare a plan ac-

cordingly and submitted the same to

Bridge Engineer Noble, who made an
entirely different design. Noble is a

structural engineer of large experi-

ence; in his company they have a

staff of engineers who do nothing else

but prepare plans. Now when Blair

looked for Delisle' s sketch of bridges

he could not find it. Before his

time, plans had not been collected in

the engineer's office. No need of a
regular system had yet been felt up
to that date, as no work of magni-
tude had been assumed so far by the

city. But Blair had seen it on De-
lisle's desk previously. For the rea-

sons which I have already given
Blair could derive no benefit from any
interview with Delisle whilst he was
sick. Noble, whom Blair consulted,

was agent of the Trussed Steel Con-
crete Co., and as he expected to sell

the steel for that bridge, he did not
charge anything for his advice. The
new plan as modified by Noble was
pretty much like the one prepared by
Delisle, except that instead of enter-
ing piles in concrete it was laying
on 2x12 timber, and that there was
less piles in Delisle's bridge than on
this one; and also that the plan of

Delisle was for straight concrete

walls; the one of Blair required rein-

forced concrete walls. It was too
late in the fall of 1907 to do any-
thing, as the plans were not quite

ready. In 1908 the Council asked for

tenders for the first culvert to be
built according to the plan of Blair,

as revised by Noble. Blair was in-

structed by the Council to put in a
tender of $7,000.00, exclusive of the
materials, and as he was the lowest
tender he got the contract. Of course
Blair was a mere figurehead for the
Council, who hoped to build it cheap-
er by day labor. The bridge was com-
pleted. The bridge was started about
the first day of September, 1908 and
completed about Nov. 28th of the
same year. The culvert was built on
dry ground and no trouble was ex-

perienced during the work. Piles
were driven to 29 and 32 feet deep.

From the surface to the rock there
is a distance of about 65 feet. They
were driven so that they would split

and could not go any further. Con-
crete bottom was placed on those
piles; steel bars of half an inch

square and twisted were put on the
top and on the bottom of the founda-
tion at 12 inches apart. The abut-
ment walls of concrete were rein-

forced by steel bars highly carbonized,
of one inch square and also twisted.
The water was turned out into the

new channel that same winter and
the old bed of the river was filled

up. The new channel was dug out
280 feet west of the natural bed of

the river and is about 160 to 180 feet

long across the neck of the point
which was cut off. The new channel
is from 700 to 800 feet shorter than
the old channel which made a bend
opposite that place. It is rroven
that this new channel, although it

straightened the river, did not in-

crease the velocity of the current.
This is accounted for by the fact that
this bridge is so close the mouth of

the Seine, where its waters fall into
the Red River, that this latter re-



gulates the rapidity, rise and fall of

the Seine, up to at least the bridge

in question. In the first days of May,
1909, the earth began to slide down,
carrying the north-west wing wall
towards the centre of the stream.
Tin- earth seemed to have worked un-

derneath the foundation, and to have
come up towards the centre of the

foundation. At that time the en-

gmeer was away on a snort trip. His
father who is an English engineer,

and one Mr. Eade, a structural en-

gineer, put in four iron bars of two
inches and a half across the two
wing walls. It took three weeks to

complete that work. The movement
of the earth still continued, pressing

on the wing walls which were com-
ing together. That settlement of the

dirt seemed to crush the concrete,

and the north-west wing wall broke

aw ay from the main body of the cul-

vert. Blair then put in fifteen "I"
beams in order to stop the land

slide. These 15 beams were rivettetl

to 3-15 inch channel beams put from
one side of the bridge to the other,

across the opening, making the pres-

sure go on the opposite side and two
of these combinations of beams were
rivetted together with a six inch

"I" beam on the north and south
sides of the bridge. It stopped the

slide for a while, but heavy rains be-

gun to pour on that work, the pres-

sure from one side started to crash
with the other side, and the beams
were bent. Blair then recommended
to have the advice of another en-

gineer. J. E. Schwitzer, chief en-

gineer of the C.P.R., was called on
and examined the bridge for two
days. I need not say that this man
is naturally presumed to be a most
efficient engineer, of large experience
in bridge building. He made his re-

port on June 4th, 1909. This is such
an important document that I em-
body it verbatim in my own report.

It is addressed to Mr. Blair :

"In reference to your culvert over

the Seine River, there appears to be
be a movement of the earth upon the
rock below, which has started your
retaining wall to move, leaning to-
wards the river, and I would recom-
mend that you place additional rods
above your butresses between the
two retaining walls, drive piles along
the west side of the river to hold the
ground in place for the time being,

ALTHOUGH I AM OF THE OPIN-
ION THAT THESE PILES MAY
POSSIBLY MOVE AT SOME FU-
TURE TIME ; divert the creek to
the north side by cutting a small
channel, in order to get, tne water
away from the sliding material ; al-

so continue the box drain which is

discharging wrest of your arch through
to the river, for the same reason.

This ground is somewhat similar to

that at the Rat River near Otter-
bourne and Rousseau River at Do-
minion City. At these points it was
found that the ground stood up all

right until the additional weight
was placed upon it, when it started

to move.
M In making your fill, you should

make it of as light material as pos-
sible, next the retaining wall and
shovel it out to the natural slope,

and not allow it to accumulate and
slide out. After filling over the cen-

tre of the arch, fill evenly against
each side of your retaining walls in

order that both may set together, as
otherwise w^ith the rods through each
the retaining wall which is moving,
may pull the other out of line, unless

it is supported. The filling should
also be placed on the outside of the
retaining walls at the same time, un-
til it reaches the height as shown on
your plans as the slope of the ground,
on account of this portion being
somewhat isolated between the re-

taining wall and your wing-wall, it

would be better if it were rammed
against the wall to prevent it set-

tling away from same, decreasing the

value of it as a support to the wall.
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CAREFUL WATCH SHOULD BE
KEPT ON THE ARCH IN CASE
THERE MAY BE SCOURING UN-
DER THE PILES OR MOVEMENT
IN THE BENCH WALLS. IF ANY
CRACKS SHOW IN THE ARCH, IT
MAY BE NECESSARY TO PUT IN
AN INVERT with reinforcing or re-

inforced concrete beams across.

GUARD AGAINST ANY MOVE-
MENT BY THE PILES BEING
SHOVED TOWARDS THE CENTRE
OF THE STREAM."
Evidently Schwitzer was very ap-

prehensive of accident and his luke-

warm warnings are very far from be-

ing reassuring. He was of the opin-

ion that the piles might still keep on
moving, and again the last words of

his report refer to the movement of

the piles towards the centre of the

stream.
And furthermore he adds that the

ground is somewhat similar to that

at Rat River and Rosseau River.

Now the two culverts on these rivers

were built in 1878, I think. For
about 25 years, if no more, engineers

were busy in devising schemes to

prevent the land slides at those

bridges.
Acting on this report, shortly after

a concrete beam was put in between
the two walls at the north end of the

opening. The beam was thirty feet

long, six feet wide, 4 feet deep, rein-

forced with 60 lb. rails imbedded in

the concrete more than one foot from
the surface. That beam or invert

was of no avail. Nothing seemed to

be strong enough to stop the pres-

sure of the earth which started from
the Belgium Club, from the mouth of

the bridge and extended about 200

feet down the stream. The land set-

tled down two or three feet. The
weight must have been enormous.
In the spring of 1910, Blair finding

that, although he had acted^ in con-
formity with the recommendations of

Schwitzer, the land slide still per-

sisted, took the advice of two other

engineers, Chas. H. Dancer and C. A.
Millican.

Mr. Dancer is engineer for the Pro-
vincial Government, and Mr. Millican

is a consulting engineer. They visit-

ed the bridge and met a committee
of the Council on the ground. Tney
then made the following report which
is addressed to the Mayor and Coun-
cil of St. Boniface, dated June 25th,

1910 :—
"In compliance with a request from

your City Clerk in letters, dated
June 17th, the undersigned have in-

spected the reinforced concrete cul-

vert constructed over the Seine River
on Provencher Ave. and have the
honor to report as follows '

"We find that MOST PROBABLY
OWING TO SCOUR UNDER THE
FOUNDATIONS and pressure from
the embankment the western wall of

the culvert has been thrust inward,
causing rupture in several parts of

the structure and especially at the
north-west corner where the abut-
ment walls appear to have broken
away from the foundation course and
moved a considerable distance out of

its original alignment. That this

movement is still going on is evi-

denced by the fact that the 15 "I"
bars, which have been placed as
struts between the abutment walls,
have been bent some 3 or 4 inches out
of a straight line.

"HAD THE FAILURE OF THE
STRUCTURE NOT GONE SO FAR
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT BY UN-
DERPINNING AND CARRYING
THE FOUNDATION DEEP
ENOUGH TO BE SAFE FROM
POSSIBLE SCOUR, THE CUL-
VERT MIGHT HAVE BEEN REN-
DERED SAFE and serviceable, but
under the present conditions we are
convinced that it would be useless
waste of money to try and patch it

up."
"The suggestion that the culvert

might be shortened some 10 or 15
feet and a new retaining wall built
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on the north end does not appear
to us to be a safe measure and we
could not recommend such a step be-

ing taken. We would, therefore, ad
vise that the structure be abandoned
and another bUilt upon a more suit-

able site, viz : at about the point

marked "A" on plan prepared by
.Mr. Delisle, late city engineer.

"We are also of the opinion that
this should not be less than 45 feet

span with an invert, and that foun-

dations should be carried down to a
safe depth, and also that weep holes

should be left in the abutment walls
to drain the embankments."

Xow to show how engineers, like

physicians and lawyers will some-
times differ, we have the opinion of

Engineer Merriam, who is a man of

thirty years experience. He saw the
culvert this winter and he is of the
opinion that with very little work
the first culvert could have been kept
but he adds ' "I would not say there
was no occasion for making a new
culvert, but I think it would have
been cheaper to repair the first one."

It is true that the main structure
of that culvert never moved and re-

mained intact, and that the north-
west wing wall only moved out of

the original alignment, breaking
away from the culvert, but three
engineers, Schwitzer, Dancer and
Mi liken were of the opinion that the
culvert would never be safe and the
two latter advised to build a new
one.

I cannot, see how anything else

could be done, and I find that the

Council properly decided to abandon
the wonk on that first culvert and

build a new one.

What was the cause of this loss?—

We may infer from Schwitzer that the

1. ek of an invert to hold the two wing-

at their place.- may 'account for

that; hu* even after this invert was

construeted the movement of the

earth did cot stop.

Blair swears that he does not think
that if the steel bars and the work
in cement put in across had been put
at first, it would have prevented the

sliding, and this is not contradicted
It is true that Dancer and Millican
suggest that by underpinning and car-

rying the foundations deep enough to

be safe from scour in due time, it is

possible the culvert might have been
rendereu safe. Tley mention a mere
possibility, not a probability. Now
they don't say how deep the excava-
tions would have to be made, and I

suppose it would be impossible foi

them to say. They might have to go
down to the rock. In such a case it

was far cheaper to start a new cul-

vert. The expenses to build irom the

rock are so heavy (probably over

$120,000) that the C.N.R. did not ibuild

the piers of their bridge over the Red
River down to the rock, but drove
piles.

I am of the opinion that if the first

culvert had been built with the same
strength, and heavy structure, and an
invert had been constructed as on the

2nd culvert, that it would have resist-

ed the pressure of the eartfh. But
none of the Engineers, even after the

accident to the first culvert, seemed to

have anticipated the great stress fchis

bridge would have to stand, and the

weight of these treacherous embank
ments settling down from such a long

distance. Mr. Blair, before starting

to build, had his plan revised and
approved by Engineer Noble, who is a

specialist in that branch.

Now to show that the first bridge

was not built in an improvident man-
met or want of foresight on the part oi

Blair, and that under ordinary cir-
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cumstances said bridge would have

remained solid, we have the fact that

the Marion Bridge built about one

mile above the same river, in prac-

tically the same manner as this one

never moved since. There is no in-

vert on the Marion bridge, and Blair

says that in Indiana and Tennessee

he has built culverts also without in-

vert. The wing wall of this bridge was
built mostly of 1-2-4 concrete. 'The

same formula was used in the Arch

and 'top where the greater stress was
felt. I find also that the concrete used

was good. Where the wingwall crack-

ed the stone broke, showing 'that the

concrete was stronger than the stone

Newman, whose tender was rejected

examined the concrete and says he
has no complaint to -make against the

quality of the concrete.

That first culvert cost $24,154.54. If

we add to that figure the additional

expenses of blasting and tearing down
the parapet wall and filling in, I thing

it will come to $26,000.00.

(6.)—SECOND CULVERT.
Blair applied to the representative

in Winnipeg of the Ralhan iSystem of

reinforcement to prepare designs for

the 2nd culvert. The Kahan system
consists of deformed iron bars placed

so as to take the greatest strain in;

the concrete. It is considered as the^

best system presently known. After

the designs 'had been prepared they
were sent down east to have one of

their engineers to check the plan. It

was strengthened again, approved by
them and by the 'Council. The plans
showed 252 piles. The representative
of Kahan visited the place to locate

the bridge, and was there three days
sounding the proper depth for the
foundations. It was decided to build
it two or three feet Bast of the first

culvert, so as to get that side of the

new culvert protected by the walls

built for the first culvert.

Tenders were called for and the con-

tract was awarded to Guilbault & Co.

on August 15th, 1910. I will dispose

at once of two objections against this

contract. It is stated that Newman
having made a lower tender (some
$970 lower) should have got it, thus
saving nearly $1,000.00 to the city

Newman's tender was refused because
his cheque accompanying the same
was not marked by the bank. Cusson
is positive as to the fact that New-
man's cheque was not accepted at the
time the tenders were presented to the

.Committee, and Marion, although not

so positive corroborates his evidence.
It is true that Newman's cheque

accepted hy the Bank on August 15th,

was filed, but there was no evidence
given that such marking of the cheque
took place on that date. The members
of the Council had two reasons for

refusing this cheque. The first one
was because according to the rules of

the Council, no tender can be accept-

ed if not accompanied with a mariked
cheque as a deposit. The second was
that at that time Newman's name ap-

peared in (Dun & Co's. publication as

being sued off and on. Another reason

for preferring Guilbault's tender was
that the tender was for a lump sum
according to the plans. Guilbault
took the Tisk of the admeasurement
made, being less than the plans call-

ed for. These admeasurements were
more or less accurate. Guilbault had
to execute the work according to the

plans, even if the quantities exceeded
those figured on by the Engineer,
without any extras. The City knew
exactly what they would have to pay

with that contract.
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Objections were taken to the fact

that DO bonds were taken from the

Contractor bo Beoure the completion

of his work. The Council had at first

his cheque put in u a deposit, and
aocov Ling to their rules they retained

from the Contractor 20 per cent, up
•to $15,000, and 15 per cent over and
•above that amount, as security for the

performance of his contract. The
Council consider that it is safer to

•hold hack monies on the estimates

irom the Contractor, than to have to

use bond-men. I cannot say that

•this system is not at least as good as

the other.

Tn ler those circumstances I think

that Guilbault & Co., were properly

awarded the contract, and that then

system of substituting a retainer on

the estimates to a bond, imay, as a

rule, be a proper way of safeguarding

the interests of the City. The work
was started a few weeks after the con-

tract was signed, i.e., ahou.t the end

of August or the beginning of Sep-

tember.
Now the Council thought that extra

precautions should be taken to pre-

vent any further breaking if possible.

•Mr. Brydon-Jack, Professor of Civil

Engineering at the University of Man-
was consulted. He visited the

premises and saw t'he piles driven. On
•November 15th, 1910, he made the fol-

lowing suggestions:

—

"(1) In order to prevent slipping

of banks and uplift, drive temporary

piles almost to rock on east and north

. far enough from the excavation

so that they will not interfere with

the work. The number of piles should

igh to retain the banks during

excavation and will probably haw to

be b i to a second row to

them in position.

"(2) Put a horizontal base under
invert and abutments increasing the

depth of crown of invert to 3 foot in-

stead of 13 inches.

"(3) Piles to project about three
or four feet into the concrete founda-
tions.

"(4) Depth of excavation to be in-

creased to suit the increased depth of

'foundation.

"(5) Sufficient weep-holes to be

provided at the proper deptb in wing
walls and abutment to carry off all

surface drainage down to high water

at least."

The Council decided to adopt these

suggestions. The consequence was
•that the Contractor had to excavate

•the ground 3 or 4 feet more than pro-

vided for by this contract. The change
'indicated in these additional works in-

creased also the difficulties which the

Contractor had to contend with. The
deeper is the excavation the greater

is the risk of uplifting of earth or land

slide.

In November 15th, the Council, to

give to the Contractor what they con-

sidered a fair quid pro quo for those

extras, passed a resolution allowing

him $1.50 per cubic yard for all extra

excavation, and providing that the

cost of all temporary piling suggested

by Brydon-Jack be borne by the

City, and that the Contractor be paid

$3.75 extra per cubic yard for all con

crete to be placed over what is called

for in the original plan.

The wonk proceeded on those new
basis. The wing wall was built two

fee' thicker at the bottom than on the

first culvert, and it was built of solid

Concrete instead of buttresses as on

rhe first culvert. The invert was con-

structed seven fee' below the bed of

the river, and was made 2 ft. 6 inches
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in the centre and 4 feet on the sides.

'It was subsequently increased by 2

(feet in the centre and 4 feet on the

sides. There were rails, 2 ieet apart

in those additional feet to the invert.
' In June 1911 the work was .complet-

ed, and the Contractor was paid when
shortly after, about July, the North
eastern wing-wall fell.

On July 24th, 1911 a resolution was
passed by the Council to the effect

'that the work to be done to complete
the bridge was to be given to Guil-

bault & Co., on a eommissional basis

of 10 per cent. No exception is taken

to the 10 per cent, commission. As a

matter of fact many heavy works and
expensive constructions, such as- the

-Western Canada Flour Mills Co., have
ibeen 'built under that plan. It is the

ordinary price for the use of tools,

machines, etc., of the Contractor. But
it is stated that $1.50 extra for exca-

vation and $3,75 extra for concrete

were exorbitent prices.

Let us take the price of concrete

first.

1 don't see why any objection should
be taken at first to the price in the

contract $11.25 for 1-2-4 and $7.50 for

1-3-6. A igreat deal of evidence has
'been given on this item which I con-

sider of no bearing and loss of time.

Guilbault's tender was accepted as

being the lowest. What is the use
to discuss about the price of concrete

of his contract? Pigott & Son, whose
tenders were rejected was asking $12.75

for 1-2-4 and $10.65 for 1-3-6 concrete.

'Newman charged $7.50 and $5.50.

Kelly says that $11.50 was a veTy
good price for the extra work. New-
man call it $13,25. MoKenbie con-
siders $11.25 to he a fair price for the
extra and that it cost % more to do
the work during the winter. In a big

contract $8.00 to $9.00 is in his opinion

a fair price with $3.75 in addition for

the winter work. Finally he adds
"perhaps $15.00 is not so unreason-
able." Merriam fixes the price at

$10.50 plus the steel. Sharpe gives

minutely the prices of all the mater-
ials, making the concrete, and con-

siders that $15.00 for 1-2-4 including

the forms and reinforcement is a

reasonable price. Goldie is of the

same opinion and says that he got as

much as $18.00 for a small job. He
mentions the fact that it can ibe done
at a cheaper rate when there are rail

way tracks that haul all the materials

on the job, whilst when as for this

bridge, the materials have to be haul-

ed by team, the prices jnust be in-

creased. At page 379 of the evidence,

there is a list of prices paid by tfhe

Transcontinental Railway, where it

appears that $15.00 and $16.00 were
paid, even for 1-3-6 on four different

contracts and $15.00 for 1-2-4.

Taking into consideration that this

extra work had to be done mostly all

during winter, when materials had to

be heated, that the materials had to

be hauled by teams, taking into con-

sideration that this culvert was not a

very large contract, in as much as the

concrete was concerned, and taking

into consideration how conflicting the

evidence is, I think I must ihold that

although $15.00 seem to me to be a

generous price, I cannot consider it

as unreasonable or improper.
As to the extra excavation Sharpe

says that $2.50 when you come down
to 28 feet deep is a reasonable price.

Blair considers that $2.00 is a fair

price. Harvey says that although he
was all over the world, this was one
of the worst -holes he ever worked on,

that the banks kept sliding and the

11



o coming up. and it wa> a jelly

kind ol -'iitf moving, cracking ami
splitting in all directions. Newman
saya $1.50 extra wrara a fairly goad

price, although the general run is 50

for the first 6 feet, and 50 cent?

additional for each foot deeper. Des-

patis says that as the bed of the river

had been filled in. the ground near

the 2nd culvert was full of manure,
wires, new dirt and all kinds of bad
stuff, and that they would have to

load fche scraper with forks. Now the

weight on the banks was pressing the

bottom up, with the result that the

excavation was kept filling in from
the bottom all the time. Not only do

I hold that $2.00 was a fair price for

that extra excavation, but I think
that the City was very lucky to find

a contractor to lake such a hazardous
contract, where one was so much ex-

posed to heavy' loss.

Another ground of complaint was
he fact that the Contractor was paid
the yardage of excavation on the
slope scale, whilst it should be per-

pendicular. I cannot see anything in

the contract which provides for this

matter. It is admitted that the Con-
tractor was paid not by the quantity
of earth dug out, but by the size of

the hole. I think that the evidence
establishes the fact that it is cus-

tomary for contractors to shore the

banks of their work to prevent slid

ri their excavation at their own
costs. Was there any reason here to

depart from the ordinary course? The
excavation according to the plan wa?
to be from 28 to 30 feet deep; it was
subsequently deepened 3% feet more
making a total depth of about 33 feet.

The banks of that river are described

M of the worst holes to be found.

All kinds of garbage and loose earth

had boen dumped where the excava-
tion was to take place. The banks are

described by almost -all the witnesses

as treacherous. Under such natural
conditions of the soil, would it have
been safe to drive piles to protect the

excavations. The refillings that had
been made were a mass yet hardly
hardened and solid, and difficult to

hold around a hole of that size wit!)

earth coming out of the bottom so

often. I realize that it was an ex-

ceptionally difficult proposition to

•prevent the sliding of such ground
Ouilbault says that he calculated to

take out 5,000 yards, and that on ac

count of the earth coming out all the

time from the bottom, he had to re

move about 75,000 yards. I wa3 deeply

impressed by the evidence of Engineer

Me.rriam, who examined the bridge

this winter, to find out the yardage

which the Contractor was entitled to.

Of course he could give only approx-

imate admeasurements now that the

excavation is covered, but according

to his figures on the plumb Guilbanlt

& Co., would be entitled to 12,450

yards and on the slope about 19.450

yards.

As a matter of fact Guilbault wa9

paid, only for 17,513 wards, making »

difference of say 5,000 yards between

what he got by the slope admeasure

(ment and what he should -get on per-

pendicular measure.

Now Merriam stated that the banks

should have been retained with sheet

piling and says that he was excavat-

ing to build the Fort Garry Hotel 36

feet deep, and had to make it plumb,

protecting it at his own costs. Mer-

riam is bid "1-1 Engineer of 30 years'

experience, and was Division Engin-

eer on the Grand Trunk Rv. Co., be-

tween Winnipeg and YVainwright. His
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opinion had great weight with me.

But unfortunately that very example
which he cited was to destroy his own
contention and prove once more how
difficult it is in this Country to pro-

tect works of this kind from caving in.

Blair examined the work after the ac-

cident to the Fort Garry Hotel, and

•he says that Merriam thought the

work could be done at the Seine River

bridge by having perpendicular banks
by putting sheet piling 5 feet away
around all the bridge and bracing that

up, whilst foe' (Blair) allowed to the

Contractor on 1% to 1 ft. slope, with

two feet for clearing all around the

bridge which he had to dig.

At Fort Garry Hotel, Broadway
Avenue, Merriam carried out this

work according to that idea, which lit

thought was the best. Any one look

ing at that work at the time Blair ex-

amined it could see that it was not a

success. The earth caved in and ha.s

not only destroyed his chances of

putting in his concrete work under the

building before the earth caved in,

-but has ruined some girders and steel

works as had already been erected by
the structural iron iriien. The girders

were .bent. Fifteen to twenty feet of

the cement wall as 'had already been

erected were destroyed. The bracings

10 x 10 were destroyed and iron gir-

ders pushed over. After such an illus-

tration of the result of the plumb ex-

cavation, I need not dwell on its

merits, the more so as the work on the

.banks of a river is more exposed to

sliding than on flat grounds as at the

Fort Garry Hotel.

Sharpe who is a Contractor of some
experience does not hesitate to swear
that one of the greatest jobs, which he
knows of is to keep the banks of the

Seine River from sliding. When ho

was Superintendent for the Northern
Pacific, the Company put in six rows
of piles iSouth of Broadway Bridge in

Winnipeg, to keep the banks from
sliding. -These piles moved 12 feet al-

though they had been driven down to

the rock. Last, summer be excavated
43 feet for a building and 'had to pay
$1.50 for the digging alone to subcon-

tractor, and the shoring of the banks
?ost him about $800.00 and he adds
significantly:

—
"I would rather under

take to hold the bank of 45 feet excav-

a.t-on than hold the banks of a river;

we can never depend on it."

In view of this evidence I think

that the allowance per slope admeas-
urement was- reasonable and fair. A
great deal has been said in the evi

dence about the quality of the con-

crete.

Engineer Goldie had got a large ex-

perience in concrete work. He saw
the concrete in May 1911 and says it

was of good quality. Blair who was
on the work every day, watching the

concrete, says it was of first quality.

Harvey worked on Assouan dam,
after having ,been a saper in the Brit-

ish Army. He was Foreman of a gang
of men working on graving docks in

England, and deputy-foreman of the

Grand' Trunk, superintending the

building of concrete culverts. That
man was fully competent and was
appointed by Blair as his Inspector

on the work. He was there during
the whole time that the 2nd. culvert

was built. He does not hesifrate to

say that the concrete was of first

class. He knows that 3 bags of cement
were put in for each mixing in the

hopper and that he took care to watch
that up pretty closely.

Now Seeley says that a certain pro-

portion of the concrete was of in-
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ferior quality. He was employed on

the mixer in February and March,

lfell. That man never run a concrete

mixer before. He says that the bulk

of the gravel was dirty, that he saw
streams of black dirt coming down
the mixer for a few minutes, that

some of the mixture was not too bad
and a lot of it was dirty, that ihe wa9
told by his Foreman to put in only

two bags of cement to a bucketful,

but to use his ow'ii judgment, and that

when he thought two bags of cement
were not sufficient he would often put

some more; that the concrete was not

1-2-4; that the concrete used in the

West-wing wall was not too ibad, but

the one that was put in the bed of the

culvert was of inferior quality, and
that when he left, the work iwas only
fairly started on the East wing-wall.

First of all there was a certain quan-
tity of cement which was to be only

1-3-6; so that even if a certain portion

was not 1-2-4, there was nothing wrong
in that. And again he admits that

Harvey inspected the concrete as it

came out very closely, and that he

could see whether it was good or bad
concrete. Harvey says that -he re-

jected all the bad concrete; Seeley

complains of the gravel being dirty.

I*,-. risean, who was tankman from the

1st of February for about 10 days and
then on the job where he saw the

sand all the time the 2nd -culvert was
built says that there was no dirt in it,

and that it was decent gravel enough.

Seeley was not a man of experience;

he could not tell even the weight of

a bag of cement. He complains that

the sand should have been separated

[-om the gravel so as to adjust the

quantity of each in a more mathemat-
ical system. Tt is proven that this is

not generally done, as after all both

[14]

have to be mixed up together. Seely

jays that sometimes the mixture
would get frozen in the popper and
that some one would go and knock
down the frozen chunks; as a matter
of fact the sliding door of the hopper
was only 18 inches square and a large

chunk could not go through. To sum
up that part of Seeley's evidence, I

think that the concrete in general was
of good quality. I concede that a

small quantity of sand might have
been dirty, but not enough to affect

the general quality of the concrete.

But that is not all, Seeley claims that

he sawr 12 to 15 hags of frozen cement
thrown into the forms at the bottom
of the river at about 10 feet from the

West wing-wall, about six feet from
its foundation. Now this is a very

specific charge. Is it true? Harvey
says that they had dug a hole in the

invert to drain the water and that in-

stead of filling it with earth, they

dumped those frozen bjigs of cement
in'o it. I prefer to accept Harvey's
statement, as he was there on the spot

when these bags were piled into that

hole, whilst Seeley could only see

what he says accidentally from the

platform whilst watching his mixer.

Some questions were raised as to

the charges for filling in by Guil-

bault. True enough by his contract he

was obliged to fill in to the level of

the street, but his contract was

changed and he was asked to excavate

a much larger quantity of earth. He
was paid for the extra filling he was
put to, on account of these modifica-

tions in the plan. This is only fair

and no objection can he taken to that.

It was also intimated that in the

bottom of the culvert* there were a

-oft spot of had concrete.

McKenzie says that he saw the soft



spot in the invert after the wing-wall

fell. It was after the invert had bulg-

ed out and they were putting in a new
invert, and there was appearance of

the concrete not being properly

hound.

Berger was there also after the wing-
wall fell and says that there were a

soft top of a kind of musky with wat-

er. He scraped it and it looked as if

•the concrete was not good there, and
he took off four or five inches of soft

stuff washed out with clay and mud.
Sharpe says that he examined the

•concrete and found it good. Guil-

bault had Hughes, an expert in con-
crete to attend to the concrete. This
evidence can be easily explained.
After the wing wall fell, of course all

the materials were mixed up and
covered up wi'h mud. Sharpe who was
with MaoKenzie says that the con-

crete was musty and dirty and that

there was such a mess that it was
hard to tell the quality of the con-

crete. Marion swears to the same.
And again after that accident a good
half of the invert that was broken
was dug out and replaced by a new
one. Blair says that the scraping re-

ferred to by Berger were from the new
concrete they were putting in, at the
time, Blair says he is positive there

were no soft spots in the invert. He
took a piece .from the place so called

soft and has it yet in his office, and
it is a fair test of that concrete. He
was there every day and would have
seen it if there had been any. Harvey
swears also that there was no soft

soncrete in the invent. As a matter of

fact to remove the broken part of the
invert, and the foundation of the
Ep stern w.ing-wall it had to be dyna-
mited and the fracture of the stones
is evidence of the strength of the con-

crete. Surely if there was a soft spot

it would have been easily ascertained

when the concrete was removed. I

don't think I can hold that the evi-

dence is sufficient to establish the

fact that there was any soft spot in

the invert.

As to the suggestion made respect-

ing the frozen concrete, the answer
was abvious when Blair referred to

the Somerset Block and the Motor
Show building on Smith Street, Win-
nipeg, where the top floor was laid

frozen and the concrete is thawing out

now and one could not get it out

with a sledere hammer.
Now what was the cause of the

North-Eastern wing-wall falling and
the invert bulging in the centre of the

bed of the culvert?

•I think the evidence establishes the

fact that it was due to the great mass
of earth for some 300 feet east of the

wing-wall settling down and coming
up underneath. Whilst Guilbault was
pxcavating the additional feet requir-

ed as extra by the Council, the bot-

tom was moving upwards as fast as it

was taken out. The pressure of thf

weight on the banks was uplifting the

bottow. Guilbault says that Distri^

Engineer Poulin and Chief Engineer
Gran- told him that even if he had
oiled the banks of that hole, the pil<^

would have been broken or would
have slid down. The wing went over

suddenly ; it was just one big crack.

At that time Guilbault had compM-
«H his contract., and had been paid

and was working to fill in earth for

the level of the street. At the point
where the wing broke away from the

main body of the bridge it showed
'.'very sign of good concrete. The wing
was 13 feet thick -at the bottom and
% x4 to 3 feet at the upper part.
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The piles moved over m 1 were ly

Lng .1; an angle of 10 to 15 degre<

wards the eentre of the stream. The
•••m-rete oi the invert was lifted up,

and the eement broke. There were 12

piles in the foundation of each wing-

xvall. The earth was squeezed between
the piles of the North-Hast wing-wall

two piles broke and the others moved
towards the bed of the culvert. En-

gineer Goldie 'attributes the cause of

this accident to the pressure on the

piles Ho say- it was not due to the

weakness of the wing-walls, and that

too much pressure on piles has the

effect to break the wing generally

three-quarters of the way from the

point, and the bed would as a rule

break across. It was what took place.

Goldie did all the work of approaches

of the Red River for the Transcon
tinental Railway. Wing-walls broke

there too as can be ascertained by any
onlooker.

At the intersection of Archibald and
Montcalm Streets the wing-wall on
the west side is completely broken.

There was no earth filling on the back
of it. It is situated about 200 yards
from the Seine River. From that

overhead bridge. Easterly, on the

North side of the dump the earth is

drawing up from the bottom and on
the South side there are piles fallen

down or moved away some thirty feet.

It is said that the City sewer may
have been the cause of that, but on

the next overhead bridge to the East

the wing-wall is also broken; there is

no filling at the back and no city

sewer. Before this overhead bridge

was constructed, the Engineers of the

Transcontinental had an idea of how
he soil was like, from the experience

of the city at the Provencher Bridge.

and yet they were not able to over

come the difficulty. About 2500 foot

Ra«t of the Seine River on the North
side of the dump, there is a long
range of earth coming out from the

bottom, not very high at first, but

gradually rising for a distance oi

about 452 feet. On the South of the

^urrip, the same uplift from the bot-

tom is to be noticed for a distance oi

nearly 1000 feet. This work was done
by Goldie and Jackson under the su-

pervision of Chief Engineer Grant,

Uhiacke, Bridge Engineer, Poulin,

Mcintosh and Dillabough. The En-

gineers found that the cause of all this

was the pressure transmitted to the

"ides or to the wing-walls by the em-
bankment which acted through the

soil.

Goldie says that his firm was exon-

erated from all blame and did 'not

bear the cost of repairing those cement
walls so broken. If such a movement
r>* the soil takes place in open prairie,

at a very short distance from this

bridge, how much more could it be

felt on the banks' of a river naturally

more exposed to sliding. I am at a

loss to find on what principle or fact

I could conscientiously throw any

blame on the officers of the Council

for what I consider to be an accident,

ft was mentioned also that the filling

East of the wing-wall was made too

=oon after the wing was built and be-

fore the concrete had enough time to

drv and become nard.

The wing-wall was completod at the

end of April, 1911, and the filling in

took [dace in June about two months
after the wing was completed. As

stated by Goldie it takes 21 days for

the concrete to dry and after that

time, it is safe to load it. Goldie and
Quilbault say that the wing fell about

36 to 40 days after it was completed.
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From the evidence I cannot admit

that it was the pressure of the filling

that threw the wing down. The move-

ment was from underneath on the

pile=. After the wing wall fell it wag

rebuilt and strengthened. A retain-

ing wall of sixty feet was built and

also a concrete channel to prevent the

water from eating up the banks or

washing the same. The new wing was
made 14 feet thick; it was 11 feet thick

before.

Now again another accident took

place in building the wing-walls. After

removing the materials and excavat-

ing to put in concrete, a bunch of dirt

came down during the night. Berger

who was foreman says that he had in-

structions to build a dam, and, piles

were supposed to be driven <by officials

of the City. It was not done and as

he could not get the necessary ma-
terials, ?e decided to go on that way.

It appears that the Engineer tried to

get Holmes pile driver to come for

that job, but he refused to move his

pile driver for some 70 piles. The
water was bearing on that work and
Berger says that he could not keep
any dam. To make it still worse the

rain came down pouring for quite a

while. After the weather settled the

locks were opened and no piles were
then required to hold the bank. The
earth was sliding on a distance of

about 50 to 70 feet and kept pressing

the bottom up. It would have cost

from $800.00 to $1,000.00 to drive some
70 piles on the North side. Berger is

not sure if the piles would have stopp-
ed the sliding. It would have cost
less to the City if piles had been driv-

en, provided they would have held on
the bank, which is a doubtful propo-
sition. How much less would it have
cost, I am unable to say, as no evi-

dence was offered on this point.

This worii was done when there was
unprecedented rain-falls and Berger

thinks that if the weather had been

fair they might have been successfull

without experiencing any landslide.

Berger says that he would have done

it without piles if he had been work-

ing for himself as he expected to suc-

ceed without accident. After this slid-

ing- Berger removed the earth to get at

the foundation amd drove a few piles.

The earth did not .move afterwards. It

is true that if the work could have

been done without shoring the banks,

it would haive meant a saving of

$800.00 to $1,000.00 to the city, but

that was a great risk to take. I think

it was an error of judgment not to

provide against such a contingency

after the many mishaps that had
taken place. T«he costs of the 2nd
culvert amount to $130,009.88, as

shown in the following summary.
Guilb ult & Co., as per

estimates $49,508.50

City's Inspectors as per

Pay-Rolls 938.50

Engineering work 37.45

Lawyers ' Fees 39.JO

Trussed Concrete Steel Co., 100.00

Refilling and building

Road-way over culvert 21,253.40

Opening Channel 8,815.00

Re-inforcing Culvert with

new invert 6,738.53

Asphalting Culvert 243.00

Iron railing over Culvert

and fixing same 200.58

Building second temporary
bridge 1,159.00

Cost of dynamiting old
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Culver! "137.50

Repairs to wingwalls, ex-

cavating for retaining

wall and building North

si.le Invert 18,983.43

Taking down old temporary

bridge anal hauling ma-

terjal to Store-house .. 277. 00

Building Coffer-dam .... 138.45

Re-damming and draining

excavation 140.05

Re-inforcing invert and

opening channel 11,155.06"

Building North invert and

Retaining wall 7,207.97

Material supplied by Store-

house '.. 200.52

Tools supplied by same . . . 1,181.45

South Invert and retaining

wall 3,359.57

Or; By material & tools 131,813.96

Returned to Store-house 1,804. 18

NET TOTAL $130,009.88

To this sum must be add-

ed the amount to be spent

for refilling the roadway.

If the dirt can be got for

nothing, it will probably

cost about 100.00

TOTAL $130,109.88

It would appear then

that the fist culvert cost $ 25,000.00

and the second culvert cost 130,109.88

Total of both $155,109.88

It is only fair to add that against

this amount will have to be deducted

i he addil iona] lot - formed out of the

bed oi* La Seine River, which may be

sold when the City gets a title for

the same. This constitutes a strip of

land containing about 200 feet long,

with an irregular width.

J have exhausted I think all the

substantial questions ami reviewed the

material facts relating to these two

culverts. I will try now to sum up in

a few words any finding on same.

Taking into consideration the trea-

cherous nature of the banks of the

Seine River, the persist ent sin prise of

the strata 'underlying the vicini' ,y of

the bridge, the advice called for from

the most experienced engineers to

assist them in their predicament, 1.

cannot see bow I can visit the coun-

cil, fheir officers or contractors with

any blame in 'the prosecution of

a work which baffled, for a while, the

science and skill of the best experts in

bridge construction. T'hiey consulted

for the first bridge. Noble, Sehwitzer,

Dancer and Millican, and for the

second, Kalian's expert in bridge

structures, Professor Brydon-Jack,

(joldie, Poulin, Jackson and Grant;

all these engineers were men well up

in their profession.

I dont consider that i should be

eager or ingenious to find fault in

each and every minute detail of this

work. There is a general tendency in

the public to judge every operation

by the standard of success. This is

not a fair gauge, because it is easy to

be wise after the event. All that we
can exact from men placed in the

ackward position in which they were,

is due diligence, competency, care
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reasonable foresight and a sincere

desire to discharge their duties prop-

erly, honestly and in good faith as

trustees of the public.

The evidence justifies me, I think,

in holding that they were not wanting

in any of these requisites.

It would be preposterous to expect

and I do not mean to state that during

the three years that the 'bridge .was

under construction there never^occur-

red any occasion when more attention

could not 'have been given to some
details of the work or 'that their best

judgment was' never at" fault. Ilf such

a strict rale was adopted in the ordi-

nary course of life, with a rigid Ca-

tonic application, who could escape

impunity in difficult matters of 'this

kind. I think they did the best they

could under most distressing circum-

stances and discouraging accidents.

Tihey did not possess, of cource, any
prophetic vision of the many land

slides >and 'movement of the dirt un-

dermining piles sunk to t'he rock bot-

tom, which were in store for them, no
more than t'he Engineers and contrac-

tors of the Transcontinental and they

never anticipated that the expenses

would inflate to such a large sum. T'he

prevailing opinion was that by cutting

•a new channel at the narrow neck
made by a bend of the River, they

could make a culvert safely and at a

moderate price. They t'bongiht it was
in the best interests of the city to act

as they did. "The proposition seemed
reasonable and the' prospect appeared
less dangerous than spanning over the

natural channel of the river.' T'hey

found out since t'hat these 'hopes were

deceptive. This is a case I think of

vis major.

7. MARION BRIDGE.
This bridge was built in 1909 by day

labour and cost $17,191.81. It is still

solid and in good state of preservation.

The plan for this bridge was prepared

by Kalian's Engineers, the same who
prepared the plan for the second cul-

vert ( Proveneher Avenue).

The first culvert had been complet-

ed and began to show signs of failure

before the Marion Bridge was started.

The wing walls are filled in right

close to them. They are about the

same height as the first culvert, and

there is about the same quantity of

earth back of them as on the 1st

culvert. The only things noticable,

which may appear as defective, are

(small cracks on Ithe palrapet, [the

same as are found on almost all con-

crete works. The opening of the cul-

vert is 30 feet, the same as on the

1st culvert. The opening on the second

culvert is 36 feet. Marion Bridge is

55 feet wide; the first culvert 50

feet and the second culvert 80 feet.

It appears that the width of the

bridge cannot have any effect on the

walls.

The wings on t'he 2nd. culvert are

two feet thicker than on the Marion
Bridge. The wings on the first culvert

are of such a different type that it

can ha idly be compared. The first

culvert. has a base and t^e walls are

supported by triangular pieces whilst

the Marion bridge walls are alt filled

in solid. The thickness of the Arch
of the first culvert is 9 inches, of the

second, culvert 26 inches and of Ma-
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rion's 22 inches.

At t'he Marion bridge the piles

were driven to the rock, t'he same as

for culverts 1 aiul 2, but they were

not obliged to go so deep, because

the rock was some 8 or 12 feet nearer

the surface. The distance .from the

Pro voucher's to the Marion's bridge

is a mile in a straight line and 2Vfc

to 3 miles by the river. T'he current

is swifter at the Marion Bridge, but

the banks of the river are not so wide

apart, and there is more vegetable

growth to be found. There was more
facility to build a bridge without di-

sturbing the natural banks. Mr. Blair

don't consider that the Marion bridge

is stronger than the first culvert. The
difference in the nature of the soil

and the fact that they could build

a bridge over there without disturb-

ing the banks account for t'he fact

that the wing of culvert No. 1 was
destroyed whilst the wing on the Ma-
rion bridge never moved.

(8.) BROADWAY AND NORWOOD
BRIDGES.

The Broadway bridge is not in a

very good sti/ 3 for heavy traffic.

The first pier on the east side and
the pier of the draw span are un-

steady enough to throw the bridge out,

of plumb. The centre pier on wihicih

the span is resting seems to 'have

moved a little and is leaning. The ex-

cava:ion of the piers was made down
to seven feet from the rock and piles

were then driven to the rock bottom.

Tbe members of the bridge which

should be in tension are in compres-

sion. It is evident that a new bridge

will have to be built without delay

because, as the bridge stands, it is

hard to tell when it may give away
and cause the loss of life or property

for which the City is exposed to be

liable. The engineer thinks that a

new bridge could be built at t'he same
place or in a diagonal to tap the shore

at Water Street.

A bridge with double street car

tracks, room for double rigs and a

walk on both sides, concrete piers,

flooring with wooden blocks would

probably cost as a rough estimat.soine

$300,000.00.

The City paid $59,000.00 to pur-

chase Broadway bridge and the an-

nual cost of maintenance averages

$2,000.00.

The Norwood bridge is perfectly

safe although not wide enough. T'he

City paid $75,000.00 for its purchase

and spent $20,000.00 for permanent

flooring of creosoted blocks supposed

to last 20 years. Its maintenance

costs only .from $400.00 to $500.00

a year.

(9) SPRINGFIELD DITCH
CULVERT.

The contract for this work was

given to Guilbault & Co., for $2,902.-

75. The work was done in the fall

1910. One of the paragraphs of this

contract provides I'hat the excavation

around the touting and up to the ad-

joining surfaces must be filled up ami

tamped solidly with suitable mate-

rials, according to the directions of

the City Engineer after the forma

are removed. T'he Engineer says that

the earth was not tamped in enough
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on the sides, and as a consequence

the concrete top of the culvert was

cracked the whole length in the

Spring of 1911. The City 'figured on

getting dirt from the grading of the

streets for nothing or at least very

cheap. The approaches were not made
for -some time after the culvert had

been completed and there was a low

ground extending nearly 150 feet

from the culvert.

The cracking on the top was not

due, in the opinion of the Engineer,

to the foundations which were all in

concrete 18 inches thick and 2 feet

six inches at the bottom with two

rows of piles, 3 feet apart, driven to

the rock. The piles were imbedded in

concrete about 8 inches. The inside

diameter of the tube or circle of the

ditch culvert is 10 feet. It is 10 inches

thick and 72 feet long. It is of the

same 'thickness as the sewers which

are twenty feet underground and have

to stand the weight ot£ that much
earth.

The Contractor has agreed to re-

pair the said crack which is the only

defect in the ditch. The costs of these

repairs are estimated at about

$500.00; said repairs are to be made
at the costs of the Contractor.

(10 GRANOLITIC SIDEWALKS.
The first cement sidewalks were

started about six years ago. It is the

policy of the Council not to pu: in

any more woo ten sidewalks except

whsr2 if, is not practical. Their cost

'va'-y horn $1.90 to $2.10 a yard. It

depends on tin nature of fr'ic exca-

vation and the distance the materials

ifoav* ;o be hauled to. The prices

compare favorably with those charged

in Winnipeg. They are supposed to

last from 30 to 40 years. The cause

of the sidewalks cracking does not

depend necessarily of the founda-

tions. A cold winter with little snow
is apt to crack the best of sidewalks

even with level foundations which

will not bulge.

The City puis 8 inches of crushed

stone underneath the concrete. The
object of this is, in case of water get-

ting in, to allow it to drain into the

catch basins. When catch basins

freeze, as it happens often, the water

cannot drain from under the side-

walks and naturally it .freezes up and

that is what causes the cracking. They
have the same trouble in Winnipeg.

Ratepayers are allowed fram 20 to

30 years to pay for the cement side-

walks, wthilst new wooden sidewalks

have to be -put about every seven

years. Wooden sidewalks would have

to be 'built at least three times to

last as long as a granolithic sidewalk.

SPhere are only a few complaints

about this work. In some cases the

rain got on the surface before the

cement had time to harden and it

made the surface more or less rough.

The City hrs retained 10% from the

Contractors to secure whatever re-

pairs are required to be done, in case

the work is not performed to comply
with the terms of the contract. In

Norwood several pieces were put in a

hurry, but this was necessitated by

the rapid settlement and a few of

those were touched with frost on it.

They just merely require to be
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smoothly sin faced a little.

There was a complaint that on

D'Ol sonnens Street the ballast in t'he

bottom was not to the depth called

6or by In* specifications and that the

blocks were aot set in alternatively

hut all in one mass. The Engineer

l/hinks thai this is a mistake ami th;:t

this complainl refers to Cherrier

St» t where, as a matter of fact, Hie

work was poorly done ami nothing

has been pail for tu the ("out ractors

on that act ount.

The sidewalk on DiCue Street

g to he pretty fair, although a

complainl was made against the work.

There is tar paper between the joints,

which prevents Che two blocks of

concrete from joining- together. As

to the depth of the concrete, the

specifications call for three inches at

the hot torn and one inch at the top.

In a lew places it might be a li.tle

under four inches, and at many

places it is over 4 inches. The same

is to lie found on almost all sidewalks.

It is p ssihle that on Duhuc Street

the 4 inches may be a little thinner

and do not compare as favorably

with hhe other streets, bul the diffe-

rence of thickness of cement must 'be

small t-aken as a whole.

On Arnold Street, there is from 2tfJ

to 215 feet which will have to be re-

paired altogether. The foundation is

good but the cement was put in too

late in the fall and must all lie taken

off and new one substituted to it.

The City has retained 15< i <>n the

total cost plus the price of •")() feet,

making about $150.00. I.esides ;'iis

sum a further sum of $(500 hff3 been

retained (from that Contractor mi

other contracts. To complete the work

on Arnold Street, it will cost about

$100.00; SO thai the City i- tally pro-

let cd. Owing to the climate condi-

tions of the country it appears from

the evidence that we must expect that

once in a while; these sidewalks wdl

freeze on the sides and heave up in

Hie centre, thus cracking Hie cement.

The Engineer had no Inspector on

Cubuc Street when hhe work was

done. He was there himself several

times, but I understand he could not

get any one competent to supervise

this work, because Hiere were too

many contracts going on at the same

time. Of course it is evident ehat the

Engineer could not do any better un-

der the circumstances, but at the same

time I wish to point out Miat steps

should be taken in the future. :to pre-

vent the repetition of the same omis-

sion. When public works are going on,

inspectors m>ust be on the spot to

watch in the interests of tire City.

The Council should see that when the

officer in charge is ..vert axed by the

burden of his office, -he should receive

all proper and neccessary assistance.

(11) RESERVOIR.
Tlie purpose of fhis Reset>voir is to

provide for an extra supply of water

as a fire protection. It is divided into

large rooms containing each half a

million gallons of water: each room

is 6-1x92 feet and It) feet high at the

highest place. This reservoir will be

fed by 11 well.. Id of which are

within ;'ae old exhibition ground

which covers an area of 23 acres and
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belongs to the City. The other well is

situated on the Dawson Road at

about 450 feet from the others. A
new 'machinery is to be put in to

pump the Water into the reservoir

and from there it may 'be pumped

into the tank or forced directly into

the main in case of necessity. It will

take two days to fill in the- reservoir.

The water does not come from the

rock but is surface water percolating

through a gravel strata 65 to 69 feet

deep. There is one well though, which

will be sunk deeper. There are already

10 wells completed and 4 others are

to 'be perforated. The walls of the

reservoir are 5 feet 9 inches <at the

bottom and 24 inches at the top. The

floor is 9 inches thick at the smallest

part and the roof 8 inches thick. The

division wall between the two rooms

is 5 'feet 7 inches at the bottom and

20 inches at the top. Both rooms are

placed into communication 'by a pipe

which goes through the division wall.

There is an entrance in a corner of

each room, by which the water may
be run into the sewer to clean and
sweep it, while the other room is 'kept

filled in for any case of emergency.

There are also two ventilators in each

room. The inside is to be asphalted

to prevent percolation. All around

the reservoir a 4 inch chain was made
and it is connected with the sewers.

The reservoir was built at first like

'the one of Winnipeg, but the City

benefitted of the experience of Win-
nipeg and at the suggestion of Colo-

nel Ruttan it was made 9 feet lower

on account of the air lift system to

pump the water. The contract price

was $32,330. The following extra had

to he paid on account of the changes

made in the depth of the reservoir

and other details

:

, Putting asphalt outside

on the roof, 1850 yds. at 54c. $999.00

. 70 yds. of concrete put on

the south side at $11 770.00

This last extra was done

because the 'Council thought

that the ground was teache-

rous on that side and indi-

cated a tendency of sliding

more than -at any other place.

Rails in that concrete, lG1
/^

tons at $42 693.00

For water supply pipes . . 198.00

The total extra amounted

to 10,886.20

which added to the contract

price, give as the total cost

of the reservoir: $43,216.20

This reservoir will be ready for use

this summer and will provide enough

water for any fire. It is in size one

sixth of what Winnipeg has got.

From the records of the Dominion

Government the supply of water in

these wells is supposed to come from

the North. It is claimed that the sur-

face of the ground coming our way
is to be found 10 miles North of

G'rmli. In other words our wells are

down to a strata which strikes the

surface North of Gimli.

It was supposed at first that our

source of water was coming from the

Lake of 'the Woods, but it is admit-

ted now that there is a ridge west of

the Lake of the Woods which would
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slop the flow of water panning we-

sterly.

The rock is about 60 to 65 feet from

the surface. Four of the wells will

go down 350 feet and another well

will go down also into the rock. In

Winnipeg they find that they get a

Larger supply of water by gnring

though [foe rock. As a rule the City

is using only 120,000 gallon* a day

and the surplus will go into the re-

servoir as a reserve. Twice a year

the Western Canada Fire Underwri-

ters who represent all the Insurance

Companies and report to them, visit

the City and telephone to the fire

brigade from any point and record

the time it takes to get the water oil.

They threatened to raise the fire in-

surance premium unless the City got

a better water supply.

This work was urgently needed.

The concrete used was 1—2—4, and

the quality of the material was not

impeached nor the prices charged.

Bonoit, who was the Contractor, pro-.

tected his work by timber. He experi-

enced a land slide which cost him

$400.00 to $500.00. In the case of

(Juilbault he was paid by the slope

and Bencit, I think, by the perpendi-

cular measure of the hole. There is a

difference though between the two

cases. Benoit went only 20 feet down
and (iiulbault 33 feet. Benoit was

excavating in the prairie and Cuil-

bault on the banks of a river where

already land slides had taken place

and could have been expected.

I need not say any more here, as I

have alrea ly dealt fully with this

question. It will cost about $100.00

to complete Benoit s contract and

$600.00 have been kept as security

for .'he same.

(22) BOOK-KEEPING AND
STOREHOUSE.

Formerly it was not necessary to

keep such a perfect system of book-

keeping as presently, because the ex-

penses were not very large, and the

city was not going into any extensive

contracts. It is required now to di-

stribute to each service and work the

expenses made for it. Last year an

expert was employed to look over

the books. He approved of the system

and, expressed his satisfaction of t'he

manner the expenditures were ac-

counted for. He suggested to do away
with t-he pay-roll and t'he total time

sheets be used as pay-roll, thus avoi-

ding t'he duplicating of work. These

time-sheets are certified by the chief

clerk, the time-keeper, and 'the mover

•and seconder in the Council. They

are prepared by the foreman and

show the number of men and the time

they worked at each job. The slips of

the foreman are checked up and turn-

ed in the office. The total time sheets

are made up from these original slips.

The cost of each job is kept in a

separate page in the ledger. La fiance

the store-keeper keeps the stock every

day and makes a slip in triplicate

every time 'he lets any goods go out

of the store. One copy is kept by the

foreman making the requisition, an-

other by Lai'rance and the o'.:her is

sent to the engineer's office. From
these- slips the materials are charged

to the various works the goods were
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supplied for. The same entries are

made for goods returned. This is very

important to ascertain the exact

amount to be charged to ratepayers

for local improvements.

The store is run ais a separate de-

partment. Each committee is debited

or credited as the case may be and
an inventory is kept of everything.

The account of the Blacksmith's

shop is also kept separate. Whenever
goods are taken out, from that shop

it is credited for and is charged to the

job for which it is taken.

The blacksmith shop is saving

money to the city every year, as the

books show it would cost a great deal

more to have the work done outside

than to run this shop.

The store has saved the City,

roughly speaking, from $15,00 to $20,-

000.00 in 1911. Three men are em-
ployed in the store, and for manu-
facturing pipes, the number of men
employed 'varies (from 8 to 15. The
City cleared last year as net profits

on the manufacture of these pipes

$4,790.61. That is to say the City

would have had to pay that much
more if the pipes had been bought
from contractors instead of manu-
facturing them.

The stock on hand on December
31st, 1911, amounted to:

For materials $41,421.20
And for the value of tools 3,562.52

Total $49,983.71

Mr. Collin, the accountant in the
Engineering Department deserves to

be complimented for the manner he

keeps the books of the City expen-

ditures.

(33) SINKING FUND.
In 1902 there was to the credit of

the sinking fund $5,365.89. From
1902 to 1906, part of the fund was
used to purchase local improvement
debentures. The consequence was that

instead of having $17,000.00 to the

credit of that 'fund as it should have
been, if the monies collected for that

object had been all kept in that fund,

there was left a balance of $2,177.02.

In 1907 the deficit amounted to

$49,122.90. This matter could not be

let in that state. A by-law was passed

in December, 1907 to issue new de-

bentures fof- $260,394.43, and the

by-law covered that deficit as well

as other matters. The Sinking Fund
was then made right. On February
26th, 1906, St. Boniface became a

City, and as provided by the City

Charter, on May 11th, 1909 a Board
of Trustees was appointed to admi-
nister this fund. By S. 687 of the

City Charter, the Treasurer is requi-

red to deposit into the Bank the

monies received for the sinking fund
to be kept for the purpose of redeem-
ing the outstanding debentures off

the City. A separate account is kept

in the banque d'Hochelaga. No part

of this account can be withdrawn
except upon cheques signed :by the

mayor and the Treasurer on the

written requisition of the Trustees,

who are authorized to invest these

monies to the best advantage of the

City. Section 549 authorizes the Tru-
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stees to lend to the City on promis-

sory notes any of the monies in their

hands.

The trustees found that the City

was receiving only i'onr per cent of

interest on the sinking fund deposit-

ed at the bank and was paying at the

same time per cent interest on the

monies which they were borrowing to

carry out the business of the City and
that by lending their funds to the Ci:y

on theri promissory note, they would
effect a saving of two pet cent to the

y and increase the sinking fund
with 6 per cent interest on their loan.

In December, 1911. the sinking fund
amounted to $289,047.57. The same
was deposited to the credit of the

Trustees at the Banque d'Hoehelaiza.

In January last the Trustees lent to

the City $276,700.00 on their pro-

missory note bearing 6r'
c interest

and paid $12,00 debentures w<hich

became due.

The question is whether this large

amount which is increasing yea

should be loaned to the City

in the fu:ure, even if it is

paid back at the end of the

year. Of course when debentures fall

due in the course of a year, an amount
sufficient to meet the same must be-

retained in the hands of the Trustees

tthe monies of this fund are collect-

ed expressly for that purpose. It is

ted that the Trustees lend their

funds on mortgages. That would en-

tail the services of a book-keeper,

and it is doubtful if the Trustees

could realise as a net profit the (>'
j

which they receive, from the City

without any chatnze. The Trustees

have to earn from 3*4 to 4% on the

money which they receive to be able

to pay the coupons to the bond-hol-

ders.

In December last the Trustees had
realised $10,746.10 profits from the

interests received on their loans to

the City. Of course it is left to the

Trustees to decide every year the

method to 'be adopted for t ;he in-

vestment of their funds. It appears to

me that, if the City is a good security

for that money, and I think there

cannot be any doubt it is, at least

so far, there is no occasion to depart

from the practice adopted so far.

(34). The law respecting members of

the Council in relation to City

Contracts.

Section 9 of the City Charier dis-

qualifies to be a member of the

Council any person having by himself

or 'his partner any interest in any
contract with the City. Section 10

says that this disqualification does

not apply to a shareholder in any in-

corporated company having dealing

or contracts with the City or having

a lease of 21 years or upwards of

any property from the Corporation.

Section 11 forbids a member of the

City to become directly or indirectly

a party to or interested in any con-

tract, with the City under forfeiture

of »his seat.

The same dispositions are to be

•found in the Municipal Act, (see

Sections 53, 54 and 55).

The Ontario Statue is not worded

like our Section 11. The Ontario Act

disqualifies any one having contract

for the supply of goods or materials
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to a contractor of the Corporation.

We have no such provisions in our

municipal laws as S. 80 of .the Ontario

Municipal Act, Biggar 107 (1900).

The statute is very clear in itfbe case

of a member of the Council being in

partnership with a Contractor of the

City. This is not allowed. But the

language of S. 11 is not so easy to

construe When it comes to apply it to

a certain state of facts. What is

meant by t4 indirectly " interested in

a contract with the City?

I will try to expound the law on

that point as briefly as possible. In

Cougfolan Vs. Mayo 3 B.C. L.R., 57

(1893) it was held that an Alderman
who has contracted to supply to a

person who 'has a contract with his

municipality, materials to carry it

out, has an interest in <a Contract with

or for the Municipality either di-

rectly or indirectly.

This case was tried in British Co-

lumbia. It is provided by S.30, S.S.

10 of the Municipal Act of that pro-

vince that every person is disquali-

fied as Alderman if 'he has by him-

self or through his partner or as di-

rector in any incorporated company
any contract whatever or interest in

any contract with or for the Muni-
cipality, either directly or indirectly.

It is wider than our Act as it in-

cludes director and officer of incorpo-

rated companies in the disqualifica-

tion clause.

Alderman Henderson was Superin-

tendent of an Incorporated Company
which had a contract to supply team
to water the streets; of course under
the provisions of this Act he was dis-

qualified. Section 32 of the same
Act disqualified also members of the

Council who entered into or obtained

any interest directly or indirectly in

any contract with the Corporation

either by himself or .by any person on

his behalf or with any partner.

Alderman Baker had contracted to

supply Adams with two kilns of brick

to be used in Cook's Street works.

It mas held by Mr. Justice Wal'kem
that Baker was indirectly interested

in said contract. The provisions, I

have quoted, said the learned Judge
are designed not so much to enforce

honesty on the part of Alderman as

to prevent temptation being placed

in their *way ... As a member of the

Council board, he could assist Adams
in obtaining payments perhaps under
adverse circumstances and naturally

he would be tempted to do so, know-
ing that some of the money would
find its way into his hands, (p. 66).

Nutton vs. Wilson, 22, Q.B.D., 744.

In that case it was provided that a

member of the board of Public Health

who was, in any way concerned, in

any contract intered into by the

Board, would cease to be a member.
The Defendant was a member of

that hoard and was employed by per-

sons with whom the Board had con-

tracted for the perfonuance of cer-

tain works.

Lord Esher thereupon observed that,

such provisions were intended to

prevent members from being exposed

to temptation, or even the semblance
of temptation, and he held that the

Defendant was concerned in the con-

tract with the Board.
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Mr. Justice Walkem, who cites this

ease adds: — 'I sec no difference be-

tween the expression in "any manner
concerned ami the phrase in our
statute " indirectly interested '

'

.

Lefeuvre vs. Lankaster 3 E. & B.
">.'}() (1872). This is a leading ease

which has been followed in Norton
vs. Taylor, 2 Commonwealth 291.

In that case an Alderman of a

borough * sold some iron to a party
who had contracted to supply the

board with iron railings and who pur-

chased t-lie iron for the purpose of

performing his contract.

Lord Coleridge speaking- for the

Court composed of Wrig-htman, Erie

and Compton held that Lefeuvre was
not directly or indirectly interested

in said contract. "All that is assert-

ed, said the eminent Lord, is that the

Defendant in the course of 'his trade

isold certain iron work which was
used in carving out the contract.

There is no attempt to show fraud or

previous concert between the defend-

ant and the Contractors, by which the

Defendent was to have the benefit of

the Contractor's custom, and he held

that such a sale did not come within

the provisions of S. 28 c.76 5 & 6 W.;
that is to say that, the Defendant
was not directly or indirectly intere-

sted in that contract.

Arnold, (Edition 1894) cites the

most important cases on this point,

and has the following dictum as to

the above decision of Loud Coleridge.

The case of Lefeuvre Vs. Lancaster
cannot be relied upon, where there

has been the slightest attempt on the

part of a member of the Council to

influence i;s decision in favor of a
particular contractor to whom it has
been arranged beforehand that such
member should supply the materials
for carrying out the contract. Even in

a case, on all fours with that of
fours of Lefeuvre Vs. Lancaster, it

would he unwise for a member of a
Council to take any part whatever in

any discussion relating to the parti-

cular contract. (Arnold p. 27.
Rex. ex. Rel. Piddiington Vs. Kid-

dell 4 P.R., 30 (1807).

This was a case where a member
of the corporation being a baker
supplied bread to fulfil a goal con-

tract held by another person in his

own name and for his own benefit;
the member of the coi poration was
held not to be disqualified.

Morrison J. 'held that the Defendant
did not use the name of Cihikinbroo-
mer as a cloak or contrivance to con-
ceal the fact that he the Defendant
was the real Contractor. The judge
ruled that Clinkinbroomer was the
real contractor and not Defendant.
Norton Vs. Taylor, 2 Common-

wealth 291.

This case was decided by the Court
of Appeal of Australia in 1905.

The provisions of the Municipal
Act in that colony imposed a penalty
on any person, who, while holding,

any civic office, continued to be or
became directly or indirectly by
•means of partnership with any other
person or otherwise howsoever, know-
ingly engaged or interested in any
contract wi <h or on behalf of the

Council.

A firm of timber merchants of
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which the Defendant was a member
gave to a firm of manufacturers who
contemplated tendering for a con-

tract with the"City
1

of Sydney, a quo-

tation of the prices" at which they

were prepared to supply them with

timber for the purposes of the con-

tract. .
-'.'

The tender was accepted by the

Council of wihicih the Defendant had

in the 'mean time been elected a mem-
ber.

Subsequently while the Defendant

continued in the Council, bis firm

supplied, timber at the prices quoted

to the contractors who used it in

carrying out their contract.

It was 'held folowing Lefeuvre Vs.

Lancaster '[.hat the Defendant was
not interested in the contract.

The case of Lefeuvre vs. Lancaster

was also followed in Exparte Ander-

son I. Nfci S.W. L.R., (1) 338 decided

by the Supreme Court of New South

Wales.

In Norton Vs. Taylor above cited,

the case of Nutt en Vs. Wilson was
commented on. Griffith C.J.,' said

that the Court of Appeal in that case

had held that the Alderman was in-

terested in the contract because the

servant had actually performed the

work as the Agent or Sub-Contractor

of the Contractor, but that it was a
very different thing to supply to a

contractor materials to be used by
him in carrying out. his contract.

To sum up the above authorities I

think that the decision of Lefeuvre

Vs. Lancaster given by the House of

Lords, presided by such eminent
Judges as Lord Coleridge, Wright-

man, Erie and Crampton, and adopted

since in Australia, South Wales and
approved of in Arnold's text -book,

properly states Uhe law.

If there is no previous concert or

agreement between a member of the

Council and a prospective contractor

by which that member of the Council

is to
1 supply materials or have any

profit or interest in that contemplated

contract, or if the contractor is not

only one in name and does not serve

as a cloak to conceal the name of

that member of the Council, who is

the real contractor, then said member
of the Council is not to be held inte-

rested in said contract, although he

may per-ad venture supply materials

to the Contractor. In other words,

unless it has been pre-arranged in

advance before a contract is let by

the Council, between the Contractor

and a member of the Council, that

this latter will suppily some of the

material's to the would be contractor,

there is no Idling to prevent the Con-

tractor as any other customer to get

his materials from a member of the

Council.

(15) ALDERMAN GAUVTN.
Alderman Gauvin is the Senior

member of the Council. He is the

Manager of a Printing Establishment

in St. Boniface, which has printing

contracts with the City. The question

is what interest 'he bas in that esta-

blishment. But before proceeding with

that inquiry, I think I could refer to

an imperial Statute dealing with this

matter. In chapter 5, 15 Vict. (1852)

it is provided that no person shall be

deemed to have an interest by or on
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behalf of the Council, by reason only

of his haiviug a share or interest in

any newspaper, in which any adver-

tisement relating to the affairs of the

borough Council, Commissioners or

trustees may be inserted.

S. 6 of said Chapter provides that

no Municipal Councillor or Alderman,

within the provisions of either of the

said Act. shall be 'deemed to be dis-

qualified to be elected by reason only

of his Slaving any share or interest

in any newspaper ;in which said ad-

vertisement may be inserted.

At the time this Act was passed it

was toilv! Men by S. 28 c. 76-5 & 6 W.
IV to a Councillor or Alderman to

have directly or indirectly any share

or interest in any contract or em-

ployment wiith the Council.

The above Imperial Statue (c. 5-15

Vict.) refers only to advertisement as

it has 'been noticed -and doe- no; say

ianyt'hing of printing contracts or

jobs.

Whether this Imperial Statute

applies, is a question opened to dis-

cussion and doubt. In Manitoba we
have adopted the laws of England as

they stood in that country in July

15! h, 1870. It may be urged that this

Statute having been passed in 1852

has become operative in our Province.

I am of the opinion, that this subject

being expressly dealt with, in our

own Municipal Act, the Imperial Sta-

tute must be considered as of.no
application and repugnant to our

Municipal enactments.

According to the evidence received

before me Cauvin is not the owner

of "Le Manitoba'' or printing estab-

lishment, but he is the owner of the

lot, and I should say also of the

building erected thereon.

Some 9 years ago he bought the

printing press including the type and
accessories. The purchase price was
between $2,000.00 and $:i.000.00. He
bought the same on credit, on four

or five yearly instalments. The day
following said purchase he assigned

said property to 'his mother in writ-

ing, who paid him $100.00. Since he

has kept buying type and other ma-
terials for the establishment. He
paid $500.00 for a folding machine.

He says that after he has applied the

profits of the business to keep up the

printing press in good shape, paid

wages, and for the keeping of his

mother, there is nothing left. The
purchase price of the printing press

was paid with the revenues of the

same. In the books of the office, his

mother is charged with $50 a month

for the rent of the building. He en-

ters in the receipt book of "Le Mani-

toba" all the monies which he recei-

ves, and he takes such sum of money
for his wages as he thinks proper, or

rather as he needs. 'Le Manitoba"

gets the cheques from the City for

printing contracts and he endorses

them and receives the proceeds of

same as the Manager of "Le Mani-

toba".

Since the demise of his father who
died some 30 years ago, he has been

supporting his mother who is now
74 years of age.

One of the reasons which naturally

Suggests itself for the assignment to

his mother was his desire to provide
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for her support, in case she would

survive him. The purchase price is

small enough for .such a praiseworth

object and the transaction, when
looked in that light, does not appear

unreasonable. That being so, , .the

presumption is -that the profits from

the printing office is 'his mother's,

unless the presumption is rebutted by

some evidence. Gauvin pays a pension

to his mother, attends to her want,

and the balance is applied to the run-

ning of the establishment and pay-

ment of wages. It is not proven that

Gauvin rs salary as Manager of *'Le

Manitoba '
'- is- too 'high.

I must confess that this case comes
close to the dividing line, between
the party who runs a business for his

own profit, .and one where he is only

manager of a peculiar nature.

Taking into consideration the fact

that his evidence is not impeached and
that the transfer in question does not

-stand as an isolated act of filial love,

which might appear suspicious under
the circumstances, but as a continu-

ation of the devotedness and constant

liberality of this son to his mother, I

think I cannot say it is not genuine.
' If Gauvin was to die with this state

of affairs still existing, his mother
would be entitled to sell this press

and get the proceeds of the same.

The mother may, and it is apparent

that she does let her son run this

business as 'his own, and does not hold

him fast to any account. The salary

of her son is indefinite. But this does

not deprive her of the right to ma>ke

him account if she was so advised.

Through love for her son, she is

willing, as .a matter of grace, to let,

him run this business as his own,

but nevertheless she remains as a

matter of right entitled to all the.

profits of and interests in the said

business. There is nothing new in this,

instance; parents often act, that way*

Between strangers I would not

•hesitate to consider <kich a state of

•facts as a contrivance to thwart the

provisions of the City Charter, but

between Mother and Son, I don't think

I can come to the. same conclusion.

lam dealing now with a penal sec-

tion which must be construed strict-

ly. I find that this printing establish-

ment is the property of the mother,

and that tile son is' only, the Manager
of it, and that as <a conseqiiense, she

is- -de, jure entitled to all the profi's

of the same, although- de facto, she

leaves the administration exclusively

into his hands. „

I then hold that the charge against

Gauvin must be dismissed.

(16). ALDERMAN WALLER.
Waller is a contractor, who keeps

several teams. Van Horenbeeck, hired

some of them on ;his contracts with

the City.% There' was no agreement

with Waller to employ his team prior

\o the getting of these contracts

from the City. Waller's teams were

paid the same prices as others. Wal-
ler had no interest in these contract*.

There is nothing illegal in that. But

Unkauf charges Waller to have been

a silent partner with Moen in a City

Contract taken in Moen's name for a

sidewalk on Marion Street in 1900,

whilst he was an Alderman.

Unkauf was Waller's book-keepei
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from April 1 009 (o April 1910. Some
time before be left Waller's employ
bitter feelings existed between them,

and it is evident that bhese feelings

of irritation have not abated since.

1'nka'ut* says that Waller was the

reel Contractor, under Moen's name,

and Chat he {Unkauf) suggested to

Waller that it would look better it*

the men were paid 'by Moen'fl cheques

to conceal Waller's il la-gal acts, in

the eyes of the public and cover the

track of Waller.

Unkauf volunteered to giv'e evi-

dence to get at Waller, even at the

risk of having to admit his -own conni-

vance in said transaction. That shows

his animus. Before he left Waller, the

books were audited and Unkauf made
certain entries in a pocket book, from
the stubs of the cheques, and it is

from these memoranda that 'he refers

in his evidence. The only books kept

by Waller were time sheets ran 1 a

loose leaf ledger. There was no entry

made in Waller V name about Moo's
contract. This wr.s done purposely by

Unkauf to protect Waller, and side-

track anybody who would be inqui-

sitive.

Of course the 'burden of proving

-lull a charge is on Unkauf. The con-

tract with the City is in Moen's
name. I dont think that the tender

is of Waller's hand writing. Moe;i

paid the men, bought the materials

and paid for the contract. The writ-

ten evidence is in favor of Wal'er.

Waller swears positively that he

never had the least interest in Moen*'-

contract. Who is telling the truth?

Unkauf swears that the work on

the sidewal'k on Marion Street was
started before July 5th. He is sure of

that. Now lie is contradicted by

Edgar who remembers 'hot the work
started on July 7th. lit remembers
distinctly that date as it was Uie

first day he was engaged as inspec'or

of sewers on Marion Street. Bait :1ns

is a mere detail.

Now here is a fact, a great deal

more important. Looking at his memo
Unkauf swears that a cheque of

$99.00 signed by Waller was made
in favor of Cusson Lumber Co., for

sand and gravel delivered on Marion
>Street. Dustsa'iilt, . Secretary-Treasu-

rer of the Cusson Lumber Co., produ-

ces the account of $99.00 in question,

which is charged to Wtaller. The
materials sold were lime and rubble

Avhich are not used in the construction

•of sidewalks. Morover these items

were sold in may and June, 1909 (the

last item is dated June 7th.) previous

to the date of Moen's contract. And
again Unkauf swears that he was no;

employed by Moen as 'his book-keeper.

Waller says that he was and Dussuilt

swears that Unkauf told him he was
receiving a small pay from Moen as

his book-keeper. Two cheques of

$10.00 each dated sept. 14th and oct.

11th, 1909, signed by Moen, in favor

of Unkauf, and endorsed by him are

produced, as supporting Waller's

evidence on this point. Unlcauf cannot

explain the meaning of these two

cheques which have the appearance

of being as his reinrn eration from

Moen as book-keeper. Dussault swears

also that Civkauf told him he was

selling cement and that Waller had
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nothing to do with that. Waller

swears also that he allowed Unkauf
to sell cement on the side for his own
benefit, as during' winter he had al-

most nothing to do with the books.

Unka.uf swears on the contrary that

Waller was in partnership with him
in that' business. And again Dussault

swears that Unkauf told him that

Waller had nothing to do with the

sidewalks and to be careful in prepar-

ing '(he accounts of Moen, Waller and
himself as they were not related.

It may 'be claimed perhaps that

Unkauf made those statements to

avoid any suspicion against Waller.

It looks though as if lie 'had .overdone

it. Moreover it is strange to notice-

that these admissions of Unkauf to

Dussault corroborates exactly the evi-

dence of Waller on this subject.

With these flat contradictions on

suc'h substantial facts, it is out of

the question to lay any foundation on

Unkauf 's charges, unless they are

otherwise corroborated.

The assistant-Manager of :iie Bank
of the Eastern Township where

Waller and Moen kept their accounts

produced the books of the bank. On
Sept. 5th., 1909 there is an entry to

the effect that $170.00 were charged

to Waller and credited to Moen's
account. I find alsio that on August
11th., $1,127.00 were deposited to

Waller's credit and $1100 charged

to Moen's account. The two amounts
are not the same and there is no evi-

dence to show w'hat relation exis's

between the two, nor whom the $1100

sharged to Moen were paid to. On
August 9th., $500.00 are charged to

Waller's account, and on the same
date Moen is credited with $500.00.

There is also another $500.00 charged

to Waller but the date could not be

ascertained.

On August 27th., Waller is charged

with $175.00 and Unkauf on the same

date is credited with the same
amount.

Unikauf refers from his memoran-
dum to a transfer slip for $1600 from

Moen's account to Waller's, i. e..

charged to Moen and credited to Wal-

ler. He thinks that this took place

in August, 1909, and again he refers

also to another transfer slip of $200

being debited to Waller's account

and credited to Moon's- account. Id

was impossible to identify these en-

tries in the books of the banks. Wal-

ler in 'his evidence swears that he

never approached the Manager of the

Bank in the interest of Moen or to

guarantee his note or to get for him

a line of credit, and his s atement

is not impeached.

Outside of the item of $170, there

is no evidence that any of these

cheques or deposits had any connec-

tion between Waller and Moen
;
Wal-

ler admits that he may ha»ve made

deposits to Moen's credit at he

Bank. Now Moen had been in Wal-

ler's employ 8 or 9 years, and Wal
lei- says that he is reliable and

ligent. Would it be surprising that

Waller once in a while would give

him some temporary assistance as is

often done between friends by lending

him his cheque for a few days. At

'hat time Waller had a big con ract

; M WirTvp?-**, ami there is nothing
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extraordinary t h:i i Waller lent $170.

to Moen. Bui M>>rii himself bad sonic

means lie hail 23 acres of land in Si.

Vital, ami two or t bree ol ber proper-

ties besides. As a matter of Gael Wal-
ler says i 'iat he is surprised that

Moen did not star! contracting before

July 11)01). In 1900 Moen went into

partnership with Sweeney and gol

eral contracts from the City.

Waller says that he was buying

cement from CJnkauf and he thinks

that he paid certain drafts in connec-

tion with that* cement, which went

through the Bank of Eastern Town-
ship. As, a: that time, the contracts

on the sidewalks were going on, that

might explain some of the entries

which appear in the books of the

hank; Waller guaranteed to Suttee

the cement bought 'by Unkauf to the

extent of the quantity which he got

from Unkauf. All these transactions

are confusing to a certain extent, and
indicate how easily one .may be led to

draw wrong inferences from the mere

(Mitries in the hoo'ks of a bank. And
again Waller's team hauled gravel

'mi' .Moen on his contract, for which

Moen would have to pay Waller. On
July 2.*5id rnkauf says thai lie paid

$40.60 to Moen, as Foreman of Wal-
ler, as he thought. This is a mere sup-

position, rnkauf [swears also that

Moen was getting 45 cents an hour

during all the time this contract was

going on. and was receiving his

cheque at every fortnight. Waller

denies it and Ihere is no other evi-

dence to supp >r1 thai hut Mr. Un-

kain

I." Ference is made to the loss of the

loose leaf ledger, time sheets and

stubs of cheques. Wle must not over-

Look the fact that Unkauf swears

that the books showed no (Mitries

having reference to City Contracts.

Waller says that in the Fall of 100!)

his wife was very sick. She died in

December of that year, and he could

not attend to his office. He left

everything in the hands of Unkauf.

When the hooks were audited in

1910 by Hunter Cooper, Chartered

A.CI in
1

ant. lie was told by the latter

that he could not make anything from

these books, and lie (Waller) let

them in the office. He moved out

his desk in his house, and the books

m at eu J around and chopped

off by children.

There its no doubl that Waller is

a careless man. He would issue

cheques when out of the office and

keep no track of them. The conse-

quence was that the books were all

muddled up, and to use the Auditor's

expression there was no head nor tail

in them. It is indifferent whether

this occurred through Waller's or Un-

kaufs negligence: The facts remain

ihe same and there is nothing aston-

ishing under such circumstani

Waller discarded, them and threw

them aside as so much waste paper.

It was intimated during the inve-

stigation thai Wlaller should have

produce 1 Moen in his own in'

I c( rtainly would have much d

to hear that wi ness, hut I cannot

see thai it was the duty of Waller

more than of rnkauf to produce him.

It has been stated thai Mm n < ml !

not be foun 1. I understand that he
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was in Hie 'habit of leaving during the

winter to go South and to come back

to the spring. Waller 'met Moen lately

and expected per'haps that 'he was

back as usual for the summer. Waller

says that he found out that he was
gone to get married. I 'think it would

take a good Bench warrant to 'hold

a witness contemplating a honey-

moon trip.

Dassault relates in 'his evidence

that on one occasion Unkauf had

made a tender for sand and gravel

contract and did not get it, on ac-

count of 'his cheque no! being marked.

The tender >of the Cusson Lumber
Co. was accepted and Urtkauf threa-

tened to make all kings of trouble if

Dassault did not use his influence to

secure it for him.

To sum up this matter I will say

that the unsupported evidence of

Unkauf is not sufficient to prove the

charge he makes against Waller, be-

cause he is contradicted on several

substantial facts by Waller and Dus-

sault. The books of the bank l^ave

me also in the dark There is only the

item of $170.00 which was proved to

have been transferred from Waller to

Moen's credit. It is obvious that I

cannot with that scintilla of evidence,

which can easily be explained, find

that Waller was interested in Moen's

contract.

Although I regret that Moen was
not produced before me to remove all

doubts in this matter,yet with the evi-

dence before me, I must hold that the

charge has not been proven.

CONCLUSION.
I find that no act of fraud has been

proven.

I have noticed a few mistakes or

omission, such as one could expect to

meet in such a corporation involved in

so many heavy contracts for the im-

provement of the city. It would be

surprising indeed if I had failed to

detect any.

The members of the Council and
their officers have been during this

protracted investigation under the

limelight.

They cannot complain of that though,

because the ratepayers are entitled to

scrutinize their conduct and ask them

an account of their stewardship. If

vigilence is the price of liberty, it is

also the guarantee of good public ad-

ministration.

I feel now in closing this investiga-

tion that I would not be fair to the

Council and their officers if I did not

give a general report in their favor

Now that the inquiry is over. I sin-

cerely hope that the component parts

of the city shall work in harmony for

the welfare of the community at large

and that they shall be united not only

by legal bonds, but also by the ties of

common interest and mutual affec

tion. — All of which is respectfully sub-

mitted,

L. A. PRUD'HOMME.
St. Boniface, Mav 20th, 1012.
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